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Disruption of DNA-methylation-dependent long
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Disruption of the MECP2 gene leads to Rett syndrome (RTT), a severe
neurological disorder with features of autism1. MECP2 encodes a
methyl-DNA-binding protein2 that has been proposed to function
as a transcriptional repressor, but despite numerous mouse studies
examining neuronal gene expression in Mecp2 mutants, no clear
model has emerged for how MeCP2 protein regulates transcription3–9.
Here we identify a genome-wide length-dependent increase in gene
expression in MeCP2 mutant mouse models and human RTT brains.
We present evidence that MeCP2 represses gene expression by bind-
ing to methylated CA sites within long genes, and that in neurons
lacking MeCP2, decreasing the expression of long genes attenuates
RTT-associated cellular deficits. In addition, we find that long genes
as a population are enriched for neuronal functions and selectively
expressed in the brain. These findings suggest that mutations in
MeCP2 may cause neurological dysfunction by specifically disrupt-
ing long gene expression in the brain.

To identify common features of genes whose expression is misregu-
lated in RTT, we surveyed gene expression data sets from studies of Mecp2
mutant mice, asking if genes that are misregulated when MeCP2 func-
tion is disrupted have anything in common with respect to histone
modifications, mRNA expression, sequence composition or gene length.
No common features were identified for genes that are downregulated
when MeCP2 function is disrupted; however, we found that genes that
are upregulated in the Mecp2 knockout brains are significantly longer
than the genome-wide average (Fig. 1a). The extreme length of the genes
upregulated in MeCP2 knockout brains is apparent in multiple studies
performed by different laboratories5–9 (Supplementary Table 1). The
misexpression of long genes is a specific feature of the RTT brain, as
gene sets identified as misregulated in 16 different mouse models of neu-
rological dysfunction and disease did not display similarly long length
(Extended Data Fig. 1).

To determine whether the extent of gene misregulation in Mecp2 mu-
tant mice is directly correlated with gene length, we interrogated published
microarray data sets of gene expression and plotted mRNA fold-change
(MeCP2 knockout compared to wild type) versus gene length10. We
found widespread length-dependent misregulation of gene expression
in MeCP2 knockout brains, with the longest genes in the genome dis-
playing the highest level of upregulation relative to shorter genes, which
show a reduction or no change in gene expression (Fig. 1b, c and Ex-
tended Data Fig. 1). Consistent with previous studies, the magnitude of
the length-dependent gene misregulation in the absence of MeCP2 is
small, but widespread (affecting genes across the continuum of gene
lengths) and reproducibly detected (Fig. 1b and Extended Data Fig. 1).
Importantly, length-dependent gene misregulation in the MeCP2 knock-
out is not an artefact of the method of gene expression analysis used, as
this effect was detected using a variety of methodologies including micro-
arrays, total RNA-seq, quantitative PCR, and non-amplification-based
nCounter analysis (Fig. 1b, c and Extended Data Fig. 1 and Supplementary

Discussion). Furthermore, these observations are corroborated by the
recent finding11 that long genes are upregulated in specific neuronal
cell types when MeCP2 function is disrupted.

Additional copies of MECP2 cause neurological impairment in humans
(MeCP2-duplication syndrome) and in transgenic mice12,13. We find
that overexpression of MeCP2 in mice leads to the downregulation of
long genes in the brain5–7 (Fig. 1b and Extended Data Fig. 1). This fur-
ther suggests that MeCP2 directly represses transcription in a length-
dependent manner.

We next investigated if the length-dependent changes in gene expres-
sion correlate with the onset and severity of RTT pathology. We found
that misregulation of long gene expression in the brain of MeCP2
knockout mice is more striking at nine weeks of age than at four weeks
of age8, thus correlating with disease progression (Extended Data Fig. 2).
In addition, when comparing two disease-causing MeCP2 mutations
(MeCP2(R270X) and MeCP2(G273X)) that differ in the rate and severity
with which they cause disease, we find that the magnitude of length-
dependent gene misregulation correlates with the severity of RTT
phenotypes8 (Extended Data Fig. 2 and Supplementary Discussion).
Furthermore, we find by microarray, nCounter and qRT–PCR analysis
that a subtle missense mutation of MeCP2 (Arg 306 to Cys, R306C) that
causes RTT in humans and disrupts the interaction of MeCP2 with the
NCoR co-repressor complex14 leads to length-dependent gene upregu-
lation in the mouse brain (Extended Data Fig. 1). Finally, we detect
length-dependent gene upregulation in cultured human neurons derived
from embryonic stem cells lacking MECP2 (ref. 15) and the cortex of
humans with RTT16 (Fig. 1d and Extended Data Fig. 2 and Supplemen-
tary Discussion). The close correlation between the occurrence of length-
dependent gene misregulation and RTT-associated phenotypes across
mice and humans suggests that this misregulation contributes to RTT
pathology.

To characterize the mechanism by which MeCP2 tempers the expres-
sion of long genes, we asked if the binding of MeCP2 to methylated
DNA is important for this process. MeCP2 was identified based on its
high affinity for methylated cytosine in the context of a CpG dinucleo-
tide (mCG)17. In addition to binding mCG, MeCP2 has been suggested
to bind two additional forms of methylated DNA that are enriched in
the brain, hydroxymethylcytosine (hmC)18 and methylated cytosine
followed by a nucleotide other than guanine (mCH, where H 5 A or T
or C)19. Notably, the frequency of hmCG and mCH in the neuronal
genome increases significantly during the same postnatal period in
which the level of MeCP2 protein markedly increases20–24. This suggests
that as neurons mature, MeCP2 could function by binding to hmCG
and/or mCH marks. Using a DNA electrophoretic mobility shift assay
(EMSA) we assessed the binding of MeCP2 to various forms of methy-
lated DNA. Consistent with previous studies, we find that MeCP2
shows high affinity for DNA containing mCG but not hmCG, suggesting
that MeCP2 may not bind preferentially to hmCG in neurons (Fig. 2a,
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Extended Data Fig. 3 and Supplementary Discussion). By contrast,
MeCP2 binds to mCA, hmCA and mCG with relatively high affinity,
but binds to mCC and mCT with low affinity similar to that of unmeth-
ylated DNA. This selective, tight binding of MeCP2 to mCG, mCA and
hmCA suggests that MeCP2 may regulate long gene expression in the
brain by binding to these sites. We note that thin-layer chromatography
and Tet-assisted bisulfite sequencing (TAB-seq) analysis suggest that
hmCA is very rare in the brain21,24. Therefore, in our subsequent invest-
igation of MeCP2 binding to CA sequences in vivo we focused our
analysis on mCA. However, at genomic sites where CA sequences are
hydroxymethylated, MeCP2 might also be predicted to bind and regu-
late gene expression (see Supplementary Discussion).

To examine whether MeCP2 binds mCA in the brain, we performed
chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing analysis (ChIP-seq) of
MeCP2, comparing the MeCP2 binding profile across the genome to
base-pair resolution DNA methylation data (see Methods)24. As prev-
iously reported20,25, we find that MeCP2 binds broadly across the gen-
ome. Nevertheless, within the context of this broad binding, we detect a
relative enrichment of MeCP2 at gene bodies that have a high level of
mCA (level 5 (h)mCN/CN within the gene, see Methods), and a de-
pletion of MeCP2 binding at gene bodies where the level of hmCG is
high (Extended Data Fig. 4). Notably, long genes (. 100 kb) display a
strong relationship between mCA levels and MeCP2 ChIP-seq read
density (Fig. 2b and Extended Data Fig. 4). Higher-resolution analysis of
MeCP2 ChIP and mCA levels in the frontal cortex revealed increased
mCA under sites of local MeCP2 enrichment in the genome, support-
ing the conclusion that MeCP2 binds to mCA in vivo (Extended Data
Fig. 4). We note that genes containing the highest level of hmCA are also
enriched for the MeCP2 ChIP signal (Extended Data Fig. 4). Therefore,

if owing to limitations of the methods of analysis the amount of hmCA
within gene bodies is being underestimated, some of the effects of MeCP2
deletion that are being attributed to MeCP2 binding to mCA might be
due to MeCP2 binding to hmCA (see Supplementary Discussion).

To investigate if length-dependent gene repression by MeCP2 requires
binding to mCA, we assessed whether there is a correlation between
the degree of misregulation of gene expression upon the disruption of
MeCP2 function and the levels of DNA methylation within the tran-
scribed regions of genes (see Supplementary Discussion). We noted a
trend whereby genes containing high levels of mCA, but not mCG or
hmCG, are upregulated in the MeCP2 knockout (Extended Data Figs 5
and 6). We reasoned that if mCA within genes is required for length-
dependent repression by MeCP2, long genes containing low levels of
mCA should be largely unaffected in the MeCP2 knockout mice. Con-
sistent with this prediction, little to no length-dependent upregulation
of gene expression is observed in MeCP2 knockout brain for genes
containing low levels of mCA, while long genes with a high density of
mCA are significantly upregulated in MeCP2 knockout brains. In addi-
tion, we found that the shortest genes in the genome are not upregulated
when MeCP2 function is disrupted, even when the average level of
mCA within their gene body is relatively high (Fig. 2c and Extended
Data Fig. 6). The requirement for the presence of mCA within long
genes for the gene to be repressed by MeCP2 is reproducible, as it is
detected across three MeCP2 knockout brain regions, in gene expres-
sion data from MeCP2(R306C) and MeCP2 overexpressing mice, and
in human RTT brain (Fig. 2d and Extended Data Fig. 6). Notably,
when we plotted the level of mCA versus gene length, we found that
the density of mCA is higher on average in longer genes compared to
shorter genes (Extended Data Figs 5 and 6). The enrichment of mCA
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Figure 1 | Length-dependent gene misregulation in Mecp2 mutant mice
and human RTT brain. a, Boxplots (showing the median (line), second to
third quartiles (box), 1.53 the interquartile range (whiskers), and 1.583

the interquartile range/(! number of genes)) of gene lengths (RefSeq
transcription start site to termination site) for genes detected as misregulated in
independent studies of Mecp2 mutant mice. HYP, hypothalamus5; CB,
cerebellum6; AMG, amygdala7; HC, hippocampus8; STR, striatum9; LVR, liver9.
MeCP2-induced (blue), genes downregulated in MeCP2 knockout (MeCP2
KO) and upregulated in MeCP2 overexpression (MeCP2 OE) mice. MeCP2-
repressed (red), genes upregulated in MeCP2 KO and downregulated in
MeCP2 OE (see Methods). b, Mean expression changes across brain regions

and liver of Mecp2 mutant mice for genes # 100 kb (grey) and .100 kb
(red) (see Methods and Supplementary Table 1 for sample sizes and other
details). c, d, Genome-wide changes in gene expression assessed by RNA-seq
analysis of mouse cortical tissue from MeCP2 KO (n 5 3) compared to wild
type (n 5 3) (c) or microarray analysis of human RTT brain samples (n 5 3)
compared to age-matched controls (n 5 3)16 (d). In c, d lines represent mean
fold-change in expression for genes binned according to gene length (200
gene bins, 40 gene step; see Methods); the ribbon is the s.e.m. of each bin.
*P , 0.05; **P , 0.01; ***P , 1 3 10210, NS, not significant P $ 0.05;
one-sample (a) or two sample (b) t-test, Bonferroni correction. Error bars
represent s.e.m.
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within long genes may explain why most of these genes are repressed
by MeCP2 and upregulated in the MeCP2 knockout.

To test further whether MeCP2 tempers long gene transcription by
binding to mCA within genes, we asked if elimination of mCA in the
brain has an effect on gene expression that is similar to that observed in
the MeCP2 knockout. Recent evidence suggests that Dnmt3a is the en-
zyme that catalyses the deposition of mCA in maturing neurons19,24.
We therefore conditionally disrupted the Dnmt3a gene26 in the brain
to block the accumulation of mCA (Nestin-Cre; Dnmt3afl/fl mice, desig-
nated Dnmt3a cKO, Extended Data Fig. 7 and Supplementary Discu-
ssion). Bisulfite sequencing of cerebellum DNA indicated that methylation
of DNA at CA, but not CG, is eliminated from the genome in the Dnmt3a
conditional knockout (Fig. 3a). Microarray analysis of cerebella from
Dnmt3a conditional knockout mice revealed a length- and mCA-
dependent upregulation of gene expression that is similar to the gene

misregulation detected in MeCP2 knockout mice (Fig. 3b and Extended
Data Fig. 8). While the deletion of Dnmt3a also leads to a decrease in
methylation at CT and CC, given that MeCP2 selectively binds to mCA
in vitro, we conclude that reduction of mCA within gene bodies in the
Dnmt3a conditional knockout probably disrupts length-dependent gene
repression by MeCP2. Taken together, these findings support a model
in which Dnmt3a catalyses the methylation of CA in the neuronal
genome. MeCP2 then binds to these sites within the transcribed regions
of genes to restrain transcription in a length-dependent manner.

To characterize how the misregulation of long gene expression con-
tributes to RTT pathology, we identified a representative set of genes
that is consistently misregulated in multiple gene expression data sets
when MeCP2 function is perturbed. Combined analysis of microarray
studies across multiple brain regions identified 466 MeCP2-repressed
genes whose expression is consistently upregulated in MeCP2 knockout
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Figure 2 | MeCP2 represses long genes containing high levels of mCA.
a, EMSA analysis of the MeCP2 methyl-binding domain (amino acids 78–162)
binding to 32P-end-labelled mCA-containing DNA probe incubated with
100-fold excess of unlabelled competitor oligonucleotides containing
unmodified, methylated, or hydroxymethylated cytosines at the dinucleotides
indicated in bold; no competitor indicated by 2 symbol (see Methods and
Extended Data Fig. 3). b, Boxplots of MeCP2 ChIP-seq read density within
genes . 100 kb plotted by quartile of mCA/CA in the cortex and cerebellum.
c, Mean fold-change in gene expression binned according to gene length in
MeCP2 knockout cortical tissue for genes with high (mCA/CA .0.034,
top 25%) and low (mCA/CA ,0.031, bottom 66%) mCA levels (left), or binned
according to gene-body mCA/CA levels for long (. 62 kb, top 25%) and short

(, 16.8 kb, shortest 25%) genes (right). Lines represent mean fold-change in
expression for each bin (200 gene bins, 40 gene step), and the ribbon is s.e.m.
of each bin. n 5 3 per genotype. d, Bar plots of the mean fold-change in
expression for all genes . 100 kb compared to subsets of genes . 100 kb
containing low mCA (bottom 50% mCA/CA) or high mCA (top 25%
mCA/CA) within their gene body. Values shown for mice with the indicated
Mecp2 genotypes (left) and human RTT brain (right). CTX, Cortex; HC,
Hippocampus; CB, cerebellum; KO, MeCP2 knockout; OE, MeCP2
overexpression; R306C, MeCP2 arginine 306 to cysteine missense mutation;
***P , 1 3 10210; **P , 1 3 1023; *P , 0.01; two-tailed t-test, Bonferroni
correction. Error bars represent s.e.m. See Supplementary Table 1 for
sample size and other details.
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Figure 3 | Disruption of Dnmt3a in the brain leads to length-dependent
upregulation of genes containing high levels of mCA. a, Summary of
genome-wide bisulfite-sequencing analysis of mCN (where N 5 G, A, T or C)
in control and Dnmt3a cKO cerebella (n 5 2 per genotype). Dashed line
represents mean background non-conversion rate of the bisulfite-seq assay
(see Methods). b, Mean fold-change in gene expression versus gene-body mCA
for MeCP2 KO (left) or Dnmt3a cKO (right) cerebella. Long (top 25%, . 60 kb)

and short (bottom 25%, , 14.9 kb) genes were binned according to gene-body
mCA/CA levels. Lines represent mean fold-change in expression for each
bin (200 gene bins, 40 gene step), and the ribbon is s.e.m. of genes within
each bin. ***P , 0.005; two-tailed t-test, Bonferroni correction. Error bars
represent s.e.m. n 5 5 per genotype for for MeCP2 KO, n 5 3 per genotype for
Dnmt3a cKO.
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mice and downregulated in MeCP2 overexpressing mice (Supplemen-
tary Discussion and Supplementary Table 3). Consistent with the con-
clusion that MeCP2-repressed genes are targets of gene-length- and
mCA-dependent repression, these genes are exceptionally long and
are enriched for mCA (Fig. 4a and Extended Data Fig. 8). Disruption
of the expression of this gene set is specific to RTT, as these genes were
not misregulated in data sets obtained from six other mouse models of
neurological dysfunction (Extended Data Fig. 8).

We examined the functional annotations of the 466 MeCP2-repressed
genes to gain insight into how their disruption might contribute to
RTT pathology. Many of these MeCP2-repressed genes encode proteins
that modulate neuronal physiology (for example, calcium/calmodulin-
dependent kinase Camk2d and the voltage-gated potassium channel
Kcnh7). In addition, multiple genes involved in axon guidance and
synapse formation were identified, including Epha7, Sdk1 and Cntn4
(Extended Data Fig. 8). Consistent with these observations, gene onto-
logy analysis of MeCP2-repressed genes indicates that they are enriched
for annotated neuronal functions (for example, post-synaptic density,
axonogenesis, voltage-gated cation channel activity; Extended Data
Table 1). These findings suggest that RTT results from a subtle, yet
widespread overexpression of long genes that have specific functions
in the nervous system.

We next considered why the misregulation of long genes as a popu-
lation in RTT leads specifically to neuronal dysfunction. Many genes
with neuronal function are very long27,28, raising the possibility that long
genes as a population might be enriched for functions in the nervous
system relative to other tissues. If so, the high level of mCA and MeCP2
in neurons may have evolved to temper the expression of long genes
specifically in the brain. Indeed, gene ontology analysis of all genes in
the genome above 100 kb indicates that the longest genes in the gen-
ome are enriched for neuronal annotations (Extended Data Table 1).
Moreover, by examining tissue-specific gene expression data sets, we
find that long genes as a population are preferentially expressed in mouse
and human brain relative to other tissues (Fig. 4b and Extended Data
Fig. 9). We note that while long genes typically have brain-specific func-
tion and expression, brain-specific expression is not a prerequisite for
regulation of long genes by MeCP2 in neurons: some long genes are
ubiquitously expressed but selectively repressed by MeCP2 in the brain.
(Extended Data Fig. 8 and Supplementary Discussion).

To explore if disruption of proteins that regulate long gene expres-
sion may broadly contribute to autism spectrum disorders (ASDs), we
asked if a similar misregulation of gene expression occurs in a promi-
nent ASD, fragile X syndrome (FXS). FXS is caused by inactivation of
FMRP, a protein that represses mRNA translation in neurons29. Strik-
ingly, we find that FMRP-target mRNAs and the genes that encode them
are significantly longer than the genome average29 (Fig. 4a, Extended

Data Fig. 8 and Supplementary Discussion). Moreover, we detect sig-
nificant overlap between MeCP2-repressed genes and genes encoding
FMRP-target mRNAs (Extended Data Fig. 8). These results suggest that
upregulation of long gene function, either through increased transcrip-
tion (RTT) or mRNA translation (FXS), may represent a common cause
of pathology in neurodevelopmental disorders.

A recent study demonstrated that pharmacological inhibition of
topoisomerases leads to the broad downregulation of long genes in
neurons10, suggesting that topoisomerase inhibitors might reverse the
upregulation of long gene expression observed in the absence of MeCP2.
To test this, we knocked-down MeCP2 expression in cultured cortical
neurons with RNA-mediated interference (RNAi) and treated these
cells with the topoisomerase inhibitor topotecan. We found that MeCP2
knockdown leads to the upregulation of long genes and that exposure
of MeCP2-deficient neurons to topotecan results in a dose-dependent
reversal of long gene misregulation (Extended Data Fig. 9).

The disruption of MeCP2 function in both mouse and human neu-
rons leads to an overall reduction in cell health that can be measured as
a decrease in the level of ribosomal RNA and cell size15,30. Notably, we
found that the concentration of topotecan that most effectively reverses
overexpression of long genes (50 nM) partially reverses the decreased
ribosomal RNA content observed in neurons lacking MeCP2 (Extended
Data Fig. 9). This result suggests that the rebalancing of long gene
expression improves cell health in MeCP2 knockdown neurons, lead-
ing to increased cellular rRNA content. Taken together, these data sug-
gest that rebalancing long gene expression in neurons lacking MeCP2
may attenuate the cellular dysfunction observed in these cells.

Our finding that long genes are misregulated in RTT, and that this
misregulation can be reversed by topotecan treatment complements a
recent study10 implicating topoisomerases in the regulation of long
genes in the brain. Thus, our study provides additional evidence that dis-
ruption of long gene expression may be a general mechanism underlying
ASDs, and suggests that developing methods to rebalance long gene
expression may be a strategy to correct neural dysfunction in these
disorders.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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METHODS
Analysis of published MeCP2-regulated gene lists. To search for unique char-
acteristics of genes found to be misregulated in Mecp2 mutant mice we interro-
gated the list of genes found to be significantly activated or repressed by MeCP2 in
the cerebellum of MeCP2 KO and MeCP2 OE mice6. Using published data sets for
the mouse cerebellum from ENCODE and other sources, these genes were assessed
for epigenetic marks at promoters and gene bodies, including histone acetylation
and methylation as measured by ChIP-seq analysis, as well as DNA methylation
and hydroxymethylation as measured by affinity purification methods18. In addi-
tion, we interrogated sequence attributes of genes, including dinucleotide frequen-
cies, exon number, repeat density within genes and gene length. To determine if
the misregulated genes were exceptional with respect to any epigenetic marks or
sequence attributes, they were compared to several sets of control genes selected to
be matched for gene expression levels (data not shown). Although no obvious epi-
genetic differences were apparent from this analysis, we detected the extreme length
of genes (measured as total basepairs from RefSeq transcription start site to tran-
scription termination site) repressed by MeCP2 (upregulated in the MeCP2 KO and
downregulated in the MeCP2 OE). We note that affinity-based measures of DNA
methylation that were used in this initial unbiased search are now known to be
insensitive to low level methylation at individual cytosines and thus do not report
mCA levels with high fidelity. This likely explains why we did not detect a methy-
lation signature for MeCP2-repressed genes using the affinity-based data in our
initial analysis. Subsequent analysis of multiple published gene lists from several
brain regions revealed the consistent, extreme length of the genes identified as
repressed by MeCP2 in each brain region. These findings are presented in Fig. 1a
as boxplots where each plot depicts the median (line), the second through to the
third quartiles (box), 1.53 the interquartile range (whiskers), and 1.583 the inter-
quartile range/(! number of genes) (notches). The notches on each box approximate
a 95% confidence interval for the median value31. Note that opposing changes in
MeCP2 KO and MeCP2 OE published gene lists were used to define genes signi-
ficantly activated or repressed by MeCP2 for hypothalamus5, cerebellum6, and
amygdala7 tissues. For hippocampus8, striatum9 and liver9 MeCP2 KO data alone
had been used to identify gene lists.

To test if long gene misregulation is specific to Mecp2 mutants, we surveyed gene
expression studies profiling models of neurological dysfunction, asking if long
gene length is a common attribute in gene sets from these studies. We analysed the
lengths of the lists of up- and downregulated genes identified in these studies or
if ‘called’ misregulated gene lists were not available, we generated lists using the
Genespring 12.6 software package (Agilent Technologies) or the Geo2R analysis
tool (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/geo2r/). This analysis did not uncover any
additional gene sets with similar long length to that of MeCP2 mutant studies
(Extended Data Fig. 1a), suggesting that misregulation of extremely long genes is
not a common consequence of cell dysfunction in models of neurodegeneration or
several other neurological diseases.

To analyse gene expression genome-wide with respect to gene length, CEL files
containing the raw hybridization data in from multiple MeCP2 KO and MeCP2 OE
gene expression studies were downloaded from GEO (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/geo/; study details, sample numbers and genotypes are provided in Supplemen-
tary Table 1) and analysed for expression at the gene level using using the Gene-
Spring software suite (Agilent Technologies) with RMA summarization of ‘core’
probesets. To facilitate unambiguous analysis of individual genes, expression values
for transcript cluster IDs were filtered to include only transcript clusters that map to
single RefSeq genes, and expression values for genes with multiple transcript clusters
were derived by taking the average log2 expression value across all transcript clusters
corresponding to each gene. To facilitate comparison between microarray plat-
forms, throughout this study we present analysis only for genes represented on all
microarray platforms; this corresponds to 14,168 genes for mouse, and 17,989 genes
for human. Although this represents a subset of genes in each genome, we have
obtained similar results for length-dependent changes in gene expression for
expanded gene sets covered by individual platforms (data not shown). In addition,
similar results were obtained using the Affymetrix Power Tools pipeline with
PLIER as an alternative summarization method. For consistency, microarray data
for gene expression in human cells was presented using a comparable array sum-
marization scheme as the mouse microarray data (RMA). Similar qualitative results
showing length-dependent gene misregulation were obtained from gene expression
values generated by Li and colleagues using a normalization scheme that included
spike-controls15 (summarized transcript expression values were downloaded directly
from GEO). However, with this normalization procedure, the absolute values of
fold-change of all genes across the entire genome were downshifted in MECP2 null
neurons relative to wild-type. For analysis of RTT patient samples, raw CEL files
from Deng et al.16 were downloaded from GEO, and summarized using the RMA
function in the R ‘affy’ package.

To quantify the relationship between fold-change and gene length, we sorted
genes by the lengths of their immature transcripts (RefSeq annotation) and employed
a sliding window containing 200 consecutive genes in steps of 40 genes. The log2

fold-change values for the 200 genes within each length bin were averaged and
plotted; displayed standard errors for a bin were calculated by propagating the s.e.
deduced from the bin’s log2-fold-change values and the mean s.e. of the individual
genes reflecting their sample variability. Null distributions displayed on fold-change
plots were constructed for each bin from 10,000 random samples of 200 genes
selected without regard to transcript length.
RNA sequencing and analysis. Total RNA was prepared from cortex of male
wild-type and MeCP2 KO mice at 8–9 weeks of age. Formal power analysis was not
used to predetermine sample size, however, sample size (3 per genotype) was deter-
mined based on previous detection of length-dependent gene expression effects in
data sets that used similar sample sizes (see Fig. 1b, c and Extended Data Fig. 1 and
Supplementary Table 1). Animals were preselected based on genotype before col-
lection to ensure that paired samples were taken within litters, but collection was
randomized and the experimenter was uninformed of genotype during collection,
sample processing, and analysis. Brain samples were dissected on ice in HBSS and
immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. To extract RNA, the tissue was thawed in
trizol (Ambion), homogenized, extracted with chloroform, and further purified on
RNeasy columns (Qiagen) using on-column DNase treatment to remove residual
DNA as specified in the manufacturer’s instructions. High-throughput sequencing
of total RNA was performed as a service by BGI America. Briefly, ERCC control
RNAs (Ambion) were added to samples, and total RNA was depleted of ribosomal
RNA using the Ribozero rRNA removal kit (Epicentre), heat-fragmented to 200–
700 bp in length and cloned using uracil-N-glycosylase-based strand-specific cloning.
cDNA fragments were sequenced using an Illumina HiSeq 2000, typically yielding
20M–40M usable 49 bp single-end reads per sample (Supplementary Table 1 for
details). Gene expression levels were assessed using an in-house analysis pipeline
previously developed for RNA-seq quantification32. After filtering out adaptor and
low quality reads, reads were mapped using BWA33 to the mm9 genome augmented
by an additional set of splicing targets (,3M sequences of length # 98 bp repre-
senting all possible mm9 sequences that could cross at least one exon-exon junc-
tion based on the RefSeq annotation). Samples were normalized based on uniquely
mapped reads that fell outside of rRNA and noncoding genes in order to avoid
skewing by spikes in incompletely depleted ribosomal and transfer RNA. Nor-
malization of each sample was referred to an in-house standard of 10M 35-bp
reads. Gene expression within exons and other features was quantified as ‘density’,
defined as read coverage of that feature, equal to the total number of read bases per
total number of feature bases multiplied by the overall normalization coefficient.
Units of density are always proportional to RPKM (density 5 0.35 3 RPKM).

Average read density within a gene’s exons was taken as a proxy for gene expres-
sion (for genes with multiple annotated transcripts, exonic loci were unioned together).
For a given set of samples, a quantile distribution (QD) was constructed from all
samples’ sorted expression levels, and values from the QD were reassigned to each
gene according to its rank in each sample. Within each subset of samples corres-
ponding to wild type (WT), knockout (KO) and so on, each gene was assigned its
mean log QD value and a standard error over its values for this subset in order to
quantify its sample-to-sample variability within the subset. Precisely zero expres-
sion levels were ignored in constructing the QD. The log of the fold-change (FC)
between subsets for each gene, for example, log (KO/WT), was set to the difference
of the means of the KO and WT log values for the gene, along with a propagated
s.e. of the log values (variance equal to the sum of KO and WT variances). For
consistency, the RNA-seq analysis in this study is presented for the common set
of genes covered by microarray analyses in previous studies (see above). Similar
results were obtained for larger sets of genes defined by all RefSeq genes.

To confirm that our findings with RNA-seq were robust to the method of quan-
tification used, we also performed analysis using the spliced transcripts alignment
to a reference (STAR)34 software to align reads to the mm9 genome and Cufflinks35

to estimate gene-level expression values as fragments per kilobase of exon model
per million mapped fragments (FPKM). This analysis yielded results that were
nearly identical to those generated using our in-house RNA-seq analysis pipeline.
In addition, we derived similar results using transcripts per million (TPM)36 as the
measure mRNA levels in place of FPKM (data not shown).

MeCP2 has previously been implicated in the repression of repeat elements
across the mammalian genome, raising the possibility that the upregulation of long
genes we observe in our analysis is a reflection of increased transcription from
repeat elements or possibly cryptic promoters. To look for changes in the expres-
sion of repeat RNAs in the MeCP2 KO brain, RNA-seq reads were mapped to the
genome using Bowtie, keeping reads mapping to multiple sites in the genome.
Each read was assigned a score of 1/n (n 5 number of sites a read mapped to). Expres-
sion values for each repeat family was calculated by adding the scores within each
repeat (annotated using Repeatmasker) and normalizing to sequencing depth.
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This analysis did not reveal evidence of upregulation of specific repeat classes in
the MeCP2 KO brain. In addition, to look for evidence of increased expression of
repeats in connection with longer genes we assessed whether there was increased
antisense transcription in these genes using our in-house RNA-seq analysis pipe-
line. This analysis failed to provide evidence of increased antisense transcription.
Another alternative explanation for our results was that the increase in expression
of long genes we observe is due to spurious transcription, which might initiate
from cryptic promoters within genes to generate sense coding, incomplete RNAs.
In this case the upregulated RNAs would not reflect mature protein coding mRNA
levels. To assess the expression of mature mRNA directly we measured mRNA
expression by quantifying only RNA-seq reads that map across exon splice junctions.
Consistent with there being an upregulation of mature mRNAs from long genes in
the MeCP2 KO, this analysis yielded genome-wide length-dependent upregula-
tion of gene expression that is highly similar to our whole-exon-based approach
described above (data not shown). We conclude from this analysis that functional,
protein-coding mRNAs derived from long genes are upregulated in the MeCP2
KO, and that this increase is likely due to an alteration in canonical genic tran-
scription mechanisms, not an increase in spurious transcripts coming from long
gene loci.
Gene expression analysis of MeCP2(R306C) mice. Consistent with nomenclat-
ure from past descriptions of RTT missense mutations, the R306C nomenclature
refers to the mouse MeCP2 isoform 2 (MeCP2_e2; NCBI Reference Sequence
NP_034918). For gene expression analysis brain regions were dissected from male
Mecp2R306C/y mice14 and wild type littermates at 8–10 weeks of age and RNA was
isolated as described above. Animals were preselected based on genotype before
collection to ensure that paired samples were taken within litters, but collection was
randomized and the experimenter was uninformed of genotype during collection,
sample processing and analysis. Microarray analysis of cerebellar RNA was performed
using the Affymetrix mouse exon 1.0 ST array platform. Analysis was performed
in the Dana Farber microarray core facility following manufacturer’s recommen-
dations. Analysis of hybridization data was performed as described above. Formal
power analysis was not used to predetermine sample size, however sample size (4
per genotype) was determined based on previous detection of length-dependent
gene expression effects in data sets that used similar sample sizes (see Extended
Data Fig. 1 and Supplementary Table 1).
Validation of microarray and RNA-seq findings. For reverse transcription-
quantitative PCR expression analysis candidate genes were selected for analysis
in the visual cortex based on consistent upregulation in the MeCP2 KO (log2-fold-
change greater than zero) and downregulation in the MeCP2 OE (log2-fold-change
less than zero) across eight published microarray data sets in five brain regions
(hypothalamus, cerebellum, amygdala, striatum, hippocampus). For Nanostring
nCounter validation genes were selected based on the above criteria and evidence
of upregulation in the visual cortex RNA-seq analysis. Genes with this profile were
selected for qPCR assessment in the visual cortex. cDNA was generated from 500 ng
of visual cortex total RNA (High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit, Applied
Biosystems), and quantitative PCR was performed using transcript-specific primers
(designed with the universal probe library design centre, Roche, Supplementary
Table 2) and SYBR green detection on the Lightcycler 480 platform (Roche). Rela-
tive transcript levels and fold-changes were calculated by normalizing qPCR signal
within each sample to six genes that do not show evidence of altered expression
across published microarray data sets (Supplementary Table 2). Similar results
were obtained by analysing raw Cp values for test transcripts without normaliza-
tion to control genes (data not shown).

For non-amplification-based gene expression analysis, Nanostring nCounter
reporter CodeSets were designed to detect candidate MeCP2-repressed genes in
250 ng of total RNA extracted from MeCP2 KO and MeCP2(R306C) mice. Samples
were processed at Nanostring Technologies, following the nCounter Gene Expres-
sion protocol. Briefly, total RNA was incubated at 65 uC with reporter and capture
probes in hybridization buffer overnight, and captured probes were purified and
analysed on the nCounter Digital Analyzer. The number of molecules of a given
transcript was determined by normalizing detected transcript counts to the geo-
metric mean of ERCC control RNA sequences and a set of control genes that do not
show evidence of altered expression across published microarray data sets. Hotel-
ling T2 test for small sample size37 was used to calculate significance in order to
incorporate variance across both samples and genes. Significant differences between
wild-type and MeCP2 KO or MeCP2(R306C) samples (P , 0.01) were also detected
by paired two-tailed t-test comparing the paired mean values for each gene (averaged
across samples within each genotype) between genotypes.
Electromobility shift assays. Oligonucleotide probes (Integrated DNA Technol-
ogies) were 59-32P-end-labelled by T4 polynucleotide kinase (New England Biolabs)
with [c-32P]ATP (Perkin Elmer) under conditions recommended by the enzyme
supplier. 59-32P-end-labelled upper strands were purified over NucAway Spin
Columns (Ambion) and annealed to equal molar concentration of the appropriate

unlabelled complement strand in 10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA
at 95 uC for 5 min, followed by slow cooling to room temperature. Similarly, unla-
belled competitors were annealed. Proper annealing of probes and competitors was
verified by native gel electrophoresis.

For binding reactions using the MBD fragment of MeCP2, each reaction
contained 180 ng of protein (amino acids (AA) 81–170, Abnova or AA 78–162,
Diagenode), 50 fmol of 59-32P-end-labelled probe with an excess of an unlabelled
competitor in the presence of 1mg of poly-dIdC (Sigma), 13 Tris-borate-EDTA
(TBE) buffer, 1 mM DTT, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA, 0.2% Tween-20,
30 mM KCl, and 13 Orange DNA loading dye (Thermo Scientific). Binding was
carried out in a 10ml volume for 10 min at room temperature. Each reaction was
loaded on a 10% non-denaturing polyacrylamide (37.5:1, acrylamide/bis-acrylamide)
gel in 1X TBE buffer and electrophoresed for 30 min at 240 V on ice. For binding
reactions using the full-length MeCP2 protein, each reaction contained 60 ng of
protein (AA 1–486, Millipore), 100 fmol of 59-32P-end-labelled probe with an excess
of unlabelled competitor in the presence of 250 ng of pdIdC (Sigma), 0.53 Tris-
borate-EDTA (TBE) buffer, 1 mM DTT, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 0.5 mM EDTA,
0.2% Tween-20, 30 mM KCl, and 13 Orange DNA loading dye (Thermo Scientific)
in a 10ml reaction volume for 10 min at room temperature. Each reaction was
loaded on a 6% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel (Life Technologies) in 0.53

TBE buffer and electrophoresed for 25 min at 300 V on ice. Gels were then dried
on Whatman filter paper on a gel drier at 80uC for 1 h. For imaging, dried gels were
exposed to film overnight (Kodak X-Omat XB film) at 280 uC.
Whole-genome bisulfite sequencing and analysis. For bisulfite sequencing analysis
cerebella and cortices from four, eight-week-old mice were dissected and genomic
DNA extracted. Starting with 25 ng of genomic DNA, 0.25 ng of unmethylated
lambda DNA was added and libraries were generated using the Ovation Ultralow
Methyl-Seq Library System (Nugen). Bisulfite treatment was performed using the
EpiTect bisulfite conversion kit (Qiagen) following manufacturer’s instructions.
Libraries were constructed using TruSeq reagents (Illumina) and sequenced on
the Hiseq 2000 or Miseq instruments (Illumina). Reads were mapped to the mm9
genome using BS seeker38, allowing up to four mismatches. Duplicate reads were
removed and only uniquely mapping reads were kept (Supplementary Table 1 for
details). For analysis of published bisulfite sequencing data sets19,24, short read files
were downloaded from GEO, mapped, and analysed as described above, or pro-
cessed data files showing number of reads and number of non-converted reads per
cytosine base were used (Supplementary Table 1 for details). Methylation levels in
all data sets were calculated as number of cytosine base calls/(number of cytosine
1 number of thymine base calls) within mapped reads at genomic sites where the
reference genome encodes cytosine. For hydroxymethylation analysis, the same
approach was applied to Tet-assisted bisulfite sequencing (TAB-seq) data from
cortical tissue24. To examine the effects of gene body methylation independently
of promoters, only genes greater than 4.5 kb and with a minimal coverage of CGs
and CHs were used in our analysis, and methylation levels within regions of the
transcription start site 13 kb to transcription end site were calculated by taking
the average methylation levels for all reads mapping within this region. Compar-
ison to gene expression data was performed using corresponding microarray expres-
sion values for the hippocampus and the cerebellum or RNA-seq from the cortex.
To facilitate fold-change analysis of RNA-seq data, the genes analysed were filtered
for minimal (non-zero) expression values.
MeCP2 chromatin immunoprecipitation analysis. MeCP2 ChIP analysis was
performed on cortex and cerebella dissected from 8-week-old wild-type male mice
as previously described25,39. To facilitate direct comparison of MeCP2 ChIP to
published frontal cortex DNA methylation and hydroxymethylation data24, we
also performed MeCP2 ChIP analysis using the same brain region at the same
developmental stage (frontal cortex isolated from 6-week-old mice). ChIP DNA
was cloned into libraries and sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 or Hiseq 2500
platform to generate 49 or 50 bp single-end reads. Reads were mapped to mouse
genome mm9 using BWA33 and custom perl scripts were employed to quantify read
density (reads per kb) for each gene. Normalized read density values were calcu-
lated as reads per kb in each genomic feature (for example, gene), normalized to the
total number of reads sequenced for each sample, and divided by the reads per kb in
that feature for the input DNA that was isolated before the ChIP and sequenced in
parallel. As with the methylation analysis, gene bodies were defined as 13,000 bp
to the predicted transcription termination site in the RefSeq gene model. To ensure
sufficient coverage and accurate assessment of density in gene bodies, only genes
greater than 4,500 bp in total length with at least one read in the input sample were
included in the analysis.

To explore the relationship between MeCP2 binding and mCA at high resolu-
tion, we also quantified the MeCP2 ChIP signal from the frontal cortex in 500-bp
bins tiled for all genes in the genome and compared it to mCA levels derived from
high-coverage DNA methylation analysis of this brain region (Extended Data
Fig. 4)24. In addition, we employed the MACS40 algorithm to identify sites of
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MeCP2 ChIP enrichment, or ‘summits’, across the genome and looked for evid-
ence of mCN at these sites. Due to the broad binding of MeCP2 across the genome,
MeCP2 ChIP yields numerous sites of modest local enrichment (,twofold), not
isolated, highly-enriched peaks (.tenfold) that are characteristic of transcription
factors. Thus, to define MeCP2 summits, we used a low threshold of MeCP2 ChIP
over input enrichment (.onefold) and a low stringency P value threshold (P , 0.2),
which yielded 31,479 summits of MeCP2 ChIP signal. Aggregate plots across all
31,479 MeCP2 summits were generated using the annotatePeaks.pl program in the
Hypergeometric Optimization of Motif EnRichment (HOMER)41 software. Input-
normalized MeCP2 ChIP signal was calculated as the ratio of MeCP2 ChIP/input
read coverage. Log2 enrichment of mCN under MeCP2 summits was determined
by calculating the level of methyl-cytosine (number of non-converted cytosines
sequenced)/(number of converted and non-converted cytosines sequenced)
occurring at CA, CC, CT, or CG positions in the genome, normalized to the flank-
ing region (mean of 24 kb to 23 kb and 3 kb to 4 kb region relative to the MeCP2
summit). The average value for the ChIP signal or relative mCN was then calcu-
lated for windows (100-bp for ChIP, 10-bp for mCN) tiled across each summit
location and averaged across all of the 31,479 summits of MeCP2 ChIP enrichment
identified using the MACS peak-calling algorithm40 (red) and 31,479 randomly
selected control sites (grey).
Analysis of Dnmt3afl/fl; Nestin-Cre1/2 mice. Female Dnmt3afl/fl mice26 (kindly
provided by M. Goodell) were bred to male Nestin-Cre1/2 mice42 to generate
Dnmt3afl/1; Nestin-Cre1/2 animals. To ensure expression of the imprinted Nestin-
Cre transgene, male Dnmt3afl/1 Tg(Nes-cre)1Kln/J animals were bred to Dnmt3afl/fl

females to generate Dnmt3afl/fl Tg(Nes-cre)1Kln/J conditional knockout mice
(‘‘Dnmt3a cKO’’) and Dnmt3afl/fl control animals (‘control’). For western blot,
DNA methylation and gene expression analyses, cerebella were dissected from
10-11-week-old animals. Proteins were resolved by SDS–PAGE and immuno-
blotted using the following antibodies: Dnmt3a (abcam, ab13888), MeCP2 (custom
antisera43) and Gapdh (Sigma Aldrich, #G9545-25UL). Genotyping for the Dnmt3a
locus was performed by PCR with primers flanking both loxP sites (F: 59-GCAGC
AGTCCCAGGTAGAAG-39, R: 59-ATTTTTCATCTTACTTCTGTGGCATC-39)
on DNA derived from tails. The presence of the Cre allele was detected using
primers to this transgene (F: 59-GCAAGTTGAATAACCGGAAATGGTT-39, R:
59-AGGGTGTTATAAGCAATCCCCAGAA-39). This genotyping scheme allows
for simultaneous assessment of the presence of the floxed allele and the relative
level of loxP recombination that has occurred in the sample. Brain-specific recom-
bination was confirmed by PCR of tail DNA compared to cerebellar DNA (see Ex-
tended Data Fig. 7). For gene expression analysis RNA was extracted and analysed
as described above for MeCP2(R306C) cerebellum samples.
Identification and analysis of MeCP2-repressed genes. To facilitate identifica-
tion of genes repressed by MeCP2 in the context of extremely small changes in gene
expression, we analysed the 14,168 common genes quantified across eight pub-
lished microarray ‘training data sets’ in five brain regions (hypothalamus, cerebel-
lum, amygdala, striatum, hippocampus), applying the lowest possible threshold for
fold-change (fold-change .0 in the MeCP2 KO, fold-change ,0 in the MeCP2
OE) but demanding consistent misregulation in the predicted direction (at least 7
out of 8 data sets). Genes meeting this minimal threshold for direction of change
were then filtered for minimum average change in gene expression (.7.5%), yield-
ing 466 MeCP2-repressed genes (Supplementary Table 3). To determine if there
466 genes represent a significant population of reproducibly affected genes in MeCP2
mutants above what would be expected by chance we performed 7 3 105 resam-
pling iterations, calculating the number of genes meeting the MeCP2-repressed
criteria when the gene identity was randomized with respect to the calculated fold-
change. This analysis yielded an average of 31 genes per iteration (observed/
expected 5 466/31 5 15) and did not detect an instance of 466 or more genes meet-
ing the MeCP2-repressed criteria (maxium of 60 genes per iteration), thus yielding
a significance of P , 1.5 3 1026. The robustness of this gene list for predicting
misregulation in Mecp2 mutants is demonstrated by the reproducible upregulation
of these genes in the ‘test data sets’ in Extended Data Fig. 8. Negative control data
sets used in this analysis to test for specificity were identified through a survey of
available GEO data sets. To qualify for analysis they were required to have a mini-
mum number of biological replicates similar to the MeCP2 data sets (.4) and to
have been analysed on either of the microarray platforms used for the training data
sets (Affymetrix MoGene 1.0 ST, or MoExon 1.0 ST). For individual gene analysis
we calculated the significance of misregulation for individual example genes across
the 10 Mecp2 mutant data sets displayed in Extended Data Fig. 8 as follows: after
confirming a normal distribution of fold-change values in each data set, we calcu-
lated a z score for the fold-change of each gene in each data set. Assuming the null
hypothesis that each gene would be randomly sampled from a standard normal
distribution, a t statistic was derived from the mean and standard error of the gene’s
z scores across the data sets, and this sample’s P value was calculated from the t
distribution for nine degrees of freedom. While the analysis presented here utilizes

these 466 genes identified on the criteria described above, similar results for gene
length, enriched overlap with FMRP target genes, and enrichment for neuronal
annotations were obtained with gene lists generated using alternative criteria (for
example, up in MeCP2 KO, down in MeCP2 OE in 8 out 8 data sets without mini-
mum expression threshold).

Gene ontology analysis was performed using the DAVID v6.7 bioinformatics
resource44 (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/), using the 14,168 genes covered in our
analysis as background. Overlap of MeCP2-repressed genes with FMRP target
genes was performed by mapping putative FMRP target lists29,45 to the 14,168 genes
used for identification of MeCP2-repressed genes. Data processing, plotting, and
statistical analysis were performed using available packages and custom scripts in R.
Brain-specific expression of long genes. To assess expression of long genes across
neural and non-neural tissues, RNA-seq data sets for seven mouse tissues dissected
from eight-week-old mice46 and ten human tissues47 were mapped and quantified
as described above. Similar results of brain-specific long gene expression were
obtained for microarray data from the wild type samples of the five brain regions
analysed in Mecp2 mutant studies compared to the wild type liver (data not shown).
Neuronal cell culture and topotecan treatment. Primary cortical neurons were
prepared from E16.5 mouse embryos and cultured as described by Kim et al.33. For
lentiviral-mediated shRNA knockdown, virus was prepared as described in Tiscornia
et al.48 using the MeCP2 shRNA and control shRNA plasmids previously validated
in Zhou et al.49. Virus was concentrated and titrated using the GFP signal expressed
from IRES GFP in the virus. After one day in vitro (DIV), cells were infected with
lentivirus (knockdown or control) at an MOI of ,5, such that .90% of cells were
infected. On DIV 4 cells were fed (neurobasal media with AraC, 2 mM final con-
centration) and subsequently treated with various dilutions of topotecan in DMSO
(0.05% DMSO final concentration). At DIV 10, cells were collected in trizol for
RNA analysis, or protein gel loading buffer for protein. RNA samples were pro-
cessed and analysed using the Nanostring nCounter assay as described above, with
the exception that 6 control genes were used for normalization. Western blot analysis
to confirm knockdown of MeCP2 was performed as described in Chen et al.43.
Mean values shown in Extended Data Fig. 9 (n 5 3–5) are derived from separate
cultures obtained from independent litters of mice (independent biological repli-
cates), dissected on separate days, cultured and collected independently.
Regulatory Approval. All animal experiments were performed in accordance with
regulations and procedures approved by the Harvard Medical Area Standing Com-
mittee on Animals (HMA IACUC).
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Analysis of gene expression changes in Mecp2
mutant mice. a, Heatmap of median gene lengths for genes identified as
misregulated in Mecp2 mutant studies or sixteen different studies of
neurological dysfunction and disease in mice. Mouse model and GEO accession
number, or reference, are listed (for Strand et al. (1), 3NP treatment; (2), human
HD brain; (3), R2/6 Htt transgenic). b, Scatter plots of fold-change in gene
expression in the MeCP2 KO for the amygdala (left), which shows robust
length-dependent misregulation, and the liver (right), which does not. Fold-
change values for genes (black points) and mean fold-change for 200 genes per
bin with a 40 gene step are shown (mean, red line; ribbon, s.e.m.). c, The
fraction of genes showing fold-change .0 for data sets in b; genes binned
by length (100 gene bins, 50 gene step). d–f, Analysis of published
microarray5–9 (d, e) or RNA sequencing (RNA-seq)18 (f) data sets from MeCP2
KO (d, f) or OE (e) mice. Mean fold-change in expression (200 gene bins,
40 gene step), red line; ribbon, s.e.m. For d–f, mean (black line) and two
standard deviations (grey ribbon) are shown for 10,000 resamplings in which
gene lengths were randomized with respect to fold-change. The spike in mean

fold-change at ,1 kb in several plots corresponds to the olfactory receptor
genes (Supplementary Discussion). g, Mean changes in expression of genes
binned by length from RNA-seq analysis of MeCP2 KO cortex (n 5 3 per
genotype). h, Mean changes in expression from microarray analysis of genes
binned by length in MeCP2(R306C) cerebellum (n 5 4 per genotype)
i, Heatmap summary of fold-changes in gene expression from RNA-seq
analysis of Mecp2 mutant mean in g compared to Nanostring nCounter (18
genes, top) or RT-qPCR (17 genes, bottom) analysis from cortex (n 5 4 per
genotype). Selected long genes (.100 kb) consistently upregulated in the
MeCP2 KO or downregulated in MeCP2 OE mutant mice across brain tissues
were tested (Supplementary Table 2). A statistically significant upregulation
of these genes is observed in the cortex for both MeCP2 KO (nCounter,
P 5 0.00073; qPCR, P , 1 3 10215) and MeCP2(R306C) (nCounter,
P 5 0.0482 ; qPCR, P 5 1.69 3 1026; Hotelling T2 test for small sample size37).
Note that for completeness, data from other figures have been re-presented
here. See Methods and Supplementary Table 1 for sample sizes from published
data sets and other details.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Timing and severity of gene expression changes in
models of RTT. a, Mean fold-change in gene expression versus gene length in
the hippocampus of MeCP2 KO mice compared to wild type at four and
nine weeks of age reveals increasing magnitude of length-dependent gene
misregulation that parallels the onset of RTT-like symptoms in these animals8.
b, Mean fold-change in gene expression versus gene length in hippocampus
of mice expressing truncated forms of MeCP2 mimicking human disease-
causing alleles at four weeks of age. Re-expression of a longer truncated form
of MeCP2(G273X) in the MeCP2 KO normalizes expression of long genes
more effectively than expression of a shorter truncation of MeCP2(R270X),
and parallels the higher degree of phenotypic rescue observed in

MeCP2(G273X)-expressing mice compared to MeCP2(R270X)-expressing
mice8. c, Mean fold-change in gene expression versus gene length in
hippocampus of mice expressing truncated MeCP2 at nine weeks of age.
Consistent with the eventual onset of symptoms of these mouse strains,
length-dependent gene misregulation is evident in both strains. d, Changes in
gene expression for genes binned by length in human MECP2 null ES cells
differentiated into neural progenitor cells, neurons cultured for 2 weeks, or
neurons cultured for 4 weeks15. In all plots, lines represent mean fold-change in
expression for each bin (200 gene bins, 40 gene step), and the ribbon is s.e.m.
of genes within each bin. See Methods and Supplementary Table 1 for all
sample sizes and other details.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | High affinity of MeCP2 for mCG, mCA and
hmCA in electrophoretic mobility shift assays. a, Binding of the recombinant
methyl-binding domain (MBD) of MeCP2 (amino acids 81–170) to 32P-end-
labelled oligonucleotides containing a methylated cytosine in a CA (left) or
a CG (right) context competed with unlabelled competitor substituted with
unmethylated, methylated, or hydroxymethylated cytosine in a CG or CA
context (indicated in bold). Representative full gels showing shifted and
unshifted probe in the presence of 50-fold excess of unlabelled competitor
(top); close-up of shifted bands over a range of unlabelled competitor (bottom).
A mCA-containing oligonucleotide competes for MeCP2 binding with equal or
higher efficacy to that of a symmetrically methylated CG oligonucleotide.
While hmCG-containing probes compete with similar efficacy to an
unmethylated probe, a hmCA-containing probe competes with high efficacy.
This difference in affinity of MeCP2 for hmCA- and hmCG-containing probes

may explain conflicting results reported for the affinity of MeCP2 for
hydroxymethylated DNA18,50–53(Supplementary Discussion). b, Binding and
competition of recombinant MeCP2 MBD (amino acids 78–162, left) or
full-length MeCP2 (amino acids 1–486, right) incubated with 32P-end-labelled
oligonucleotides containing a methylated cytosine in a CA context and
competed with oligonucleotides containing unmethylated, methylated, or
hydroxymethylated cytosine in a CG, CA, CT, or CC context. Representative
full gels showing 100-fold excess of unlabelled competitor (top); close-up of
shifted bands over a range of unlabelled competitor (bottom). The results
obtained from competitors containing mCG, mCA, hmCG and hmCA are
similar to those shown in a. In addition, both (h)mCT- and (h)mCC-
containing oligonucleotides compete for MeCP2 binding with similar efficacy
to that of an unmethylated probe. All results shown were observed in at least
two independent experiments.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | ChIP-seq analysis of MeCP2 binding in vivo.
a, Boxplots of input-normalized read density within gene bodies (TSS 13 kb to
TTS) for MeCP2 ChIP from the mouse frontal cortex plotted for genes
according to quartile of mCA/CA, mCG/CG, hmCA/CA and hmCG/CG in the
frontal cortex24 for all genes and genes .100 kb. b, Similar analysis of MeCP2
ChIP from the mouse cortex (left) or cerebellum (right) plotted for genes
according to quartile of mCA/CA or mCG/CG for all genes and genes . 100 kb.
MeCP2 ChIP-signal is correlated with mCA/CA levels from the frontal cortex,
cortex, and cerebellum for all genes and this correlation is more prominent
among genes .100 kb. mCG does not show as prominent a correlation with
MeCP2 ChIP signal, and hmCG trends towards anti-correlation with MeCP2
ChIP. These results suggest that MeCP2 has a lower affinity for hmCG than

mCG, suggesting that, in vivo, hmCG is associated with reduced MeCP2
occupancy (Supplementary Discussion). c, High resolution analysis of high-
coverage bisulfite sequencing data from the frontal cortex showing a correlation
between MeCP2 ChIP signal and mCA. Input-normalized ChIP signal plotted
for mCA levels for 500-bp bins tiled across all genes. d, Aggregate plots of
MeCP2 input-normalized ChIP signal (top) and relative methylation (log2

enrichment in mC as compared to the flanking regions) for mCA, mCC, mCT,
and mCG (bottom) are plotted around the 31,479 summits of MeCP2 ChIP
enrichment identified using the MACS peak-calling algorithm40 (red) or 31,479
randomly selected control sites (grey, see Methods). See Methods and
Supplementary Table 1 for sample sizes and other details.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Genomic analysis of mCG, hmCG, and hmCA in
length-dependent gene regulation by MeCP2. a–c, Mean methylation of
CG dinucleotides (mCG/CG) within gene bodies (transcription start site
13 kb, up to transcription termination site) in the cortex (a), hippocampus (b)
and cerebellum (c) for genes binned according to length. d–f, Mean fold-change
in gene expression in MeCP2 KO compared to wild type in the cortex (d),
hippocampus (e), and cerebellum (f) for genes binned according to mCG levels
(mCG/CG) within gene bodies. g, Mean hmCG levels (hmCG/CG) within gene
bodies in the frontal cortex24 for genes binned according to length. h, Mean

fold-change in gene expression in MeCP2 KO compared to wild type for genes
binned according to hmCG levels (hmCG/CG) within gene bodies in the
frontal cortex24 i, Mean hmCA levels (hmCA/CA) within gene bodies in the
frontal cortex24 for genes binned according to length. j, Mean fold-change in
gene expression in MeCP2 KO compared to wild type genes binned according
to hmCA levels (hmCA/CA) within gene bodies in the frontal cortex24. In
all panels, mean values for each bin are indicated as a line (200 gene bins, 40
gene step); ribbon depicts s.e.m. for genes within each bin. See Methods and
Supplementary Table 1 for sample sizes and other details.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Genomic analysis supports a role for mCA in
length-dependent gene regulation by MeCP2. a–c, Mean methylation at CA
dinucleotides (mCA/CA) within gene bodies (TSS 13 kb to TTS) in cortex (a),
hippocampus (b), and cerebellum (c) for genes binned by length. d–f, Mean
changes in gene expression in cortex (d), hippocampus (e), and cerebellum (f)
of MeCP2 KO for high mCA genes (top 25% mean gene body mCA/CA) and
low mCA genes (bottom 66% mean gene body mCA/CA) binned by length.
g–i, Mean changes in gene expression in cortex (g), hippocampus (h), and
cerebellum (i) of MeCP2 KO for genes binned according to average gene
body mCA/CA levels. j–l, Mean changes in gene expression in cortex (j),
hippocampus (k), and cerebellum (l) of MeCP2 KO mice for long genes (top
25%) and short genes (bottom 25%) in each brain region binned by gene body
mCA/CA level. A correlation between fold-change in the MeCP2 KO and

mCA/CA for all genes is less prominent, or not observed, in the hippocampus
and cerebellum for all genes together (h, i), but it is clear for the longest genes in
the genome analysed alone (k, l). Note that average levels of mCA appear
lower in hippocampus and cerebellum compared to cortex (compare y axis
in a, b and c), and may explain why a correlation across all genes in not detected
in these brain regions. In long genes analysed alone the cumulative effect of
higher mCA levels and integration across the gene may be larger, resulting in a
detectable effect. In all panels, the line indicates the mean for 200 gene bins,
with a 40 gene step; ribbon depicts s.e.m. for genes within each bin. Note that,
for completeness, data from analysis of the cortex presented in Fig. 2 are
re-presented here. See Methods and Supplementary Table 1 for sample sizes
and other details.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | Conditional knockout of Dnmt3a in vivo.
a, Diagram of the Dnmt3a locus and Cre-dependent conditional knockout
strategy for Dnmt3a26. LoxP sites (green triangles) flank exon 17, which is
removed following Cre-mediated recombination. Primers (purple arrows) were
designed to flank exons 17 and 18. The wild-type (WT), floxed (FLX), and
knockout (KO) allele are depicted. b, Representative PCR genotyping for tail
DNA samples indicates presence or absence of the floxed (flx, ,800 bp),
wild-type (WT, ,750 bp), and knockout (KO, ,500 bp) alleles. Separate

genotyping reaction for the Nestin-cre transgene (,250 bp) is shown.
c, Efficient excision of the floxed exon is detected in cerebellar DNA from
conditional knockout (Dnmt3aflx/flx; Nestin-Cre1/2, Dnmt3a cKO) mice but
not from and control animals (Dnmt3aflx/flx, Control). d, Western blot analysis
of Dnmt3a, MeCP2, and Gapdh (loading control) protein from the cerebellum
of control and Dnmt3a cKO adult mice. All results shown were observed in
at least two independent experiments.
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Analysis of MeCP2-repressed genes and FMRP
target genes. a, Mean fold-change in mRNA expression for examples of
MeCP2-repressed genes across three different Mecp2 mutant genotypes
(KO, OE, and R306C) and six brain regions. P values for each gene are derived
from the mean z scores for fold-change across all data sets (see Methods).
b, Gene expression and CA methylation data from the cerebellum for selected
MeCP2-repressed genes from a (right), as well as examples of extremely
long genes (.100 kb) that are not enriched for mCA and are not misregulated
(left). Fold-changes in mRNA expression in Mecp2 mutants and the Dnmt3a
cKO are shown (left axis), as well as mean mCA levels (grey; right axis). Red
line indicates genomic median for gene body mCA/CA c, Boxplots of mCA
levels in MeCP2-repressed genes compared to all genes. d, Mean fold-change
for MeCP2-repressed genes in eight ‘training data sets’ used to define these
genes (see Methods), and nine ‘test data sets’: three Mecp2 mutant data sets
not used to define MeCP2-repressed genes (CTX MeCP2 KO and CB
MeCP2(R306C), generated in this study; HC MeCP2 KO 4 week, analysed from
Baker et al.8), and six data sets from brains of mouse models of neurological
dysfunction generated using the same microarray platforms as the MeCP2 data
sets (GEO accession numbers in order: GSE22115, GSE27088, GSE43051,
GSE47706, GSE44855, GSE52584). Error bars are s.e.m. of MeCP2–repressed
gene expression across samples (n 5 4–8 microarrays per genotype per data
set); **P , 0.01, one-tailed t-test, Benjamini–Hochberg correction. Note that
significance testing was not performed on training data sets. Brain regions

indicated as in Fig. 1, (WB, whole brain). e, Cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of gene lengths plotted exclusively for genes that are among the top 60%
of expression levels in the brain (Supplementary Discussion). The extreme
length of MeCP2-repressed genes and genes encoding FMRP target mRNAs29

when controlling for expression level indicates that the long length of these
genesets is not a secondary effect of the preferential expression of long genes in
the brain (P , 1 3 10215 for each geneset versus all expressed genes; two-
sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test). f, The CDF of gene lengths for all genes
compared to an independent set of FMRP targets identified by Brown and
colleagues45 (P , 1 3 10215, Kolmogorov–Smirnov-test). g, CDF of gene
lengths for genes expressed at similar levels in the brain and other somatic
tissues (Supplementary Discussion). The extreme length of each geneset
(P , 1 3 10215, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) when filtering for genes that are
expressed in all tissues indicates that regulation of long genes by MeCP2
and FMRP is not dependent on brain-specific expression. h, CDF of mature
mRNA lengths for MeCP2-repressed genes, and FMRP target genes
(P , 1 3 10211 for each geneset versus all genes, Kolmogorov–Smirnov test).
i, Overlap of MeCP2-repressed genes and putative FMRP target mRNAs29

(P , 5 3 1025, hypergeometric test). Expected overlap was calculated by
dividing the expected overlap genome-wide (hypergeometric distribution)
according to the distribution of all gene lengths in the genome. See Methods
and Supplementary Table 1 for sample sizes and other details.
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Extended Data Figure 9 | Consequences of long gene misregulation in
neurons. a, Mean expression of genes binned according to length in human
neural and non-neural tissues. Mean expression for genes within each bin
(200 gene bins, 40 gene step) is indicated by the line; ribbon represents the s.e.m.
of genes within each bin. b, Western blot analysis of MeCP2 from primary
cortical neurons after control or MeCP2 shRNA knockdown (KD) and
treatment with DMSO vehicle (2) or topotecan (1). c, Heatmap summary
of nCounter analysis for the expression of selected MeCP2-repressed (MR)
genes from primary neurons treated with control or MeCP2 shRNA and
topotecan (n 5 3–4). Normalized log2 fold-change relative to the DMSO-
treated, control KD is shown. MeCP2 KD conditions are significantly different

from control, (P 5 1 3 1024, repeated measures ANOVA across 8 genes).
Newman–Keuls corrected, post-hoc comparisons: P , 0.05 control KD, 0 nM
drug versus MeCP2 KD, 0 nM drug; P . 0.05, control KD, 0 nM drug versus
MeCP2 KD, 50 nM drug; P , 0.05 MeCP2 KD, 0 nM drug versus MeCP2 KD,
50 nM drug. d, Bioanalyzer profiles of 18S and 28S ribosomal RNA (top) and
total RNA quantification (bottom) for treated neurons (n 5 3–5). Total RNA
values normalized to DMSO-treated control KD, red dashed line. Two-way
repeated measures ANOVA indicates a significant effect of KD (P , 0.01) and
drug treatment (P , 0.05). Rescue assessed by one-tailed t-test, Bonferroni
multiple testing correction, *P , 0.05.
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Extended Data Table 1 | Gene ontology analysis of MeCP2-repressed genes and genes .100 kb

Functional annotation clustering analysis of genes identified as MeCP2-repressed and the longest genes in the genome (.100 kb) was performed using the DAVID bioinformatics resource (DAVID v6.7)44. The top
fifteen enriched gene ontology terms with P , 0.01 (Benjamini multiple testing correction) are listed for ‘‘Biological Process’’, ‘‘Cellular Component’’, and ‘‘Molecular Function’’, respectively.
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